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questions correctly. However, the ''yes-no" sequence did not entirety
disappear, and still less did the "yes-false"' sequence. The training
was, therefore, not sufficient to destroy completely overestimation of
their knowledge. '"Resistance 1o feeling of familiarity" (Hvmmuug
des Bekanntheitsgefiihls) was particularly augmented in the first
section of pupils. It follows that the confronting of the pupil with
the demonstration of his unreliability and prone-ness to error has a
distinct pedagogical value, and produces a greater improvement than
does t.he mere knowledge that every assertion made will be subse-
quently tested by specific questions.

The reviewer believes that this method of studying report has
many suggestive features. Further experiments might profitably
be tried by the same method, but with the addition of various in-
centives to improvement which Franken purposely omitted, as, for
instance, exhortation, moral appeal, rewards for cautiousness, etc.—
incentives which the work of Miss Borst showed to be particularly
effective in improving the reports of children. G. M. W.

A. D. SHEFFIELD. Grammor and Thinking. New York: G. 1*. Put-
nam's Sons, 1912. Pp. xii, 193.

The demand for a harmonized grammatical nomenclature has re-
vealed the need for a preliminary agreement upon the content of
grammatical terms, or, as the author expresses it, "a fresh appraisal
of the notions that our terms presuppose." His book attempts this
appraisal. I t i s especially interesting to note that students of lingu-
istics are turning for aid to modern psychology and modern logic.
The author acknowledges his greatest indebtedness to Wundt's
Yolkcrpsychologic, and frequent references are made to William
James. Successive chapters discuss the scope of grammar, the sen-
tence rudiment, the word, the sentence as analyzed, the means of
grammatical expression, terms of syntax and parts of speech, and the
sentence whole. A concluding section on the place of formal gram-
mar in elementary and secondary education is especially good. The
book is well written and well organized, and its study cannot fail to
furnish the teacher of language with a definite conception of the
function of grammar, the lack of which has, in our opinion, often
made the grammatical work of the schools quite barren of adequate
results. W. C. B.


